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**ABSTRACT**

**Background:** Inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) is a chronic, inflammatory relapsing disease with increasing incidence. IBD research and long-term follow-up of patients have, however, been hampered by lack of detailed data on disease phenotype, patient-reported outcome measures, Physician Global Assessment, disease activity, and hospital-administered drugs.

**Aim:** To review the Swedish IBD quality register (SWIBREG).

**Methods:** Review of SWIBREG including questionnaire data from users and patients.

**Results:** SWIBREG was launched in 2005, and as of April 2019, contains 46,400 patients with IBD (Crohn’s disease: \(n = 15,705\), ulcerative colitis: \(n = 21,540\), IBD unclassified and other colitis (including e.g., microscopical colitis): \(n = 9155\)). Of these IBD patients, 7778 had been diagnosed in childhood (16.8%). Earlier research has shown that combining SWIBREG and the Swedish National Patient Register (NPR) yields a positive predictive value of 100% (95%CI = 95–100%) for having a diagnosis of IBD. Moreover, out of all patients in the NPR with a diagnosis of IBD plus either IBD-related surgery or immunomodulatory/biological treatment during the past 18 months, SWIBREG covers 59.0%. SWIBREG does not only information on conventional therapies but also on biological treatment, surgery, immunomodulatory/biological treatment and disease activity, smoking, disease activity, patient-reported outcome measures (PROMs), and patient-experienced measures (PREMs). Data are presented through a graphical decision support system.

**Conclusion:** SWIBREG benefits patients with IBD, and offers an ideal opportunity for healthcare personnel and researchers to examine disease phenotype and activity, PROMs/PREMs, and hospital-administered drugs in patients with IBD.

**Abbreviations:** CD: Crohn’s disease; GI: gastrointestinal; IBD: inflammatory bowel disease; IBD-U: IBD unclassified; NPR: National Patient Register; PGA: Physician Global Assessment; PREM: patient-reported experience measure; PROM: patient-reported outcome measure; QoL: quality of life; QR: quality register; SHS: Short Health Scale; SWIBREG: Swedish Inflammatory Bowel Disease Register; UC: ulcerative colitis
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including childhood [1–3], but the incidence peaks between ages 15 and 35 years [4]. Patients require regular check-ups and are sometimes admitted to the hospital [5]. In recent years, targeted drugs, including biological agents, have become more frequent, despite limited data on potential long-term side effects.

The incidence of IBD is still increasing in recently industrialised countries, even though plateauing or even declining incidence rates have been reported in some regions of the world [6]. Changes in incidence cannot be solely explained by genetic variants given such components are stable over time (except for the contribution from migration). Instead, aetiological research on the changing incidence of IBD has focussed on environmental factors, such as smoking [7], diet, and the microbiota [8] (the latter being influenced by, for instance, antibiotic use [9]). IBD affects men and women almost equally [10] and has a substantial heritability [11].

Management of IBD is based on patient symptoms, signs, laboratory measures, endoscopy, imaging, and histopathology. However, healthcare personnel cannot easily retrieve data on either individuals or groups of IBD patients. In addition, current government-administered registers offer few opportunities for benchmarking and between-site comparisons of quality of care. Many relevant parameters are not available through Swedish national government-administered registers. Finally it has been suggested that ‘real-world’ data may better reflect routine clinical care than controlled trials [12], and, hence, also research might benefit from an IBD quality register (QR).

For these reasons, several Swedish physicians with a special interest in IBD started the Swedish QR for IBD (SWIBREG) in 2005. Since then, it has also become clear that access to detailed digital patient data coupled with the parallel growth of computing-power and use of medical algorithm, lends itself to the creation of medical decision systems to the benefit of patients.

This paper describes key aspects of the Swedish IBD QR to improve quality of care, decrease disease activity, prevent disease complications, facilitate an equal healthcare for IBD patients, and enhance the quality of life (QoL) in both paediatric and adult patients with IBD in Sweden.

The Swedish patient data law defines QRs as follows [13,14]:

A QR is an automated and structured collection of personal data that was initiated with the purpose to systematically and continuously develop and safeguard quality of care. A national or regional QR refers to a QR in which personal data have been collected from several caregivers and which allows for comparisons within healthcare at a national or regional level.

Results

SWIBREG currently covers 46,400 patients with IBD (CD: \(n = 15,705\), UC: \(n = 21,540\), IBD-U and other colitis (including e.g. microscopic colitis): \(n = 9155\)).

Diagnostic data in the register were recently validated against the Copenhagen IBD criteria [15,16]. This validation found that, for patients with an IBD diagnosis in SWIBREG plus the Swedish NPR, the positive predictive value was 100% (95%CI = 95–100%), with a high value also specifically for UC (97%; 95%CI = 82–100%) but lower for CD (87%; 95%CI = 72–96%) when diagnoses were defined according to the Copenhagen criteria [17].

To promote and facilitate the use of SWIBREG, educational activities are an integral part of the work of the steering group. In the past 5–10 years, many new users have been added. Education usually takes the form of annual national and local workshops, lectures, and educational films. A webpage (www.swibreg.se) with links to relevant professional websites displays the number of included patients and contains resources for professionals involved in IBD care.

History of SWIBREG

SWIBREG was launched in 2005. Initially, the register contained three modules: module A primarily contained information on personal identity number (PIN), diagnosis, address, and surgery; module B focussed on individual visits, including drug use, surgery, ongoing medication, and QoL; and module C which was without content in 2006. In 2012, a decision was made to change the platform of the register and at that time SWIBREG merged with a web-based clinical decision support model called IBD Care. This merger allowed the register to integrate an online support tool for all clinicians offering an intuitive overview of each patient’s disease history while simultaneously offering each unit to benchmark the outcome of their care with other units as well as with a national average. Over time, an increasing number of departments have joined SWIBREG and the number of patients included in the QR has increased significantly, attaining a national coverage of 59.0% in 2018 (Figure 1). Figure 2 presents the coverage in 2017 according to calculations by the National Board of Health and Welfare (see table legend for a description of the denominator). The coverage of SWIBREG at different hospitals ranges between 0 and 100%.

![Figure 1. Number of recorded IBD patients in Swibreg from its start in 2005.](image-url)
of the patients in the NPR [18]. Four hospitals have 100% coverage and 12 have more than a 90% coverage using the NPR as the gold standard.

**Structure of the register**

**Steering group**  
The SWIBREG steering group consists of physicians, nurses, and two representatives from relevant patient organisations (Mag- och tarmförbundet and ILCO – Tarm-uro och stomförbundet). The following associations are represented in the steering group: the Swedish Society of Gastroenterology, the Swedish Society for Colon and Rectal Surgeons, the Swedish Society of Paediatrics, and the Swedish Society for Nurses in gastrointestinal (GI) Diseases. Formally, one member of the steering group is a lawyer representing the region of Östergötland, the healthcare region that is legally responsible for SWIBREG. The steering group seeks the equal representation of men and women and to have representatives from both small and large hospitals. Since 2013, SWIBREG collaborates with the Registry and Competence Centre of Southeast Sweden (RSCO). This centre offers advice on legal, IT, and statistical matters. SWIBREG also receives support from the National PROM Centre. Members of the steering group can be found on the SWIBREG website: www.swibreg.se.

**Patient perspective**  
The Swedish Patient Organisation for gastrointestinal disease, Mag- och tarmförbundet (web page: http://www.magotarm.se) and ILCO, a patient organisation focussing on patients who have received a stoma (web page: http://www.ilco.nu), are both actively engaged in the development of SWIBREG and in the future direction of this QR. Each of the societies is represented on the steering board of SWIBREG, with the main goal of implementing a collective vision for patient-centred healthcare. Among the challenges facing Swedish IBD care and SWIBREG are geographic differences in access to IBD care and the quality of this care.

**Funding of SWIBREG**  
Since 2012, SWIBREG is co-funded by the Swedish government, as well as by the Swedish Association of Local Authorities and Regions (SALAR).
Ethics

The legal regulations for QRs stipulate that a patient must be informed about SWIBREG before being recorded in the register. Patients, without giving reasons, can decline participation in the QR. The non-compulsory nature of SWIBREG contrasts with compulsory participation in the National Healthcare Registers [19]. Additional details of the legal framework are presented in the QR overview by Emilsson et al. [14]. Participants always have the right to exit SWIBREG.

Decision support system

A mainstay of SWIBREG is the decision support system (Figure 3). The system is graphical and has the following major elements: inflammatory markers, drug treatment, measures of clinical disease activity, endoscopic activity, surgery, and QoL. In addition, the legend below the graph presents information on date of diagnosis, age at first diagnosis, whether the patient is included in any SWIBREG-administered study, and anatomic distribution of inflammation and CD behaviour [20].

In a typical adult patient, the graph shows the temporal relationship between faecal calprotectin, the Mayo and Walmsley score for UC, and HBI for CD, and start and stop of medications (in the Figure prednisolone, Pred-clysma, Colifoam, Purinethol, Azathioprine, Stelara, Humira, and Entyvio are listed). The trends signal improvements (downwards = lower values) or exacerbations (upwards = higher values). The relationship between the lines representing disease activity and medication use can guide the clinician to detect patterns and poor vs. good response to certain drugs. At the same time, the graph can help patients and their family better understand the disease trajectory, and potentially even predict future disease activity (everything moving towards either the better or the worse). Importantly, the overview of medications minimises the risk of medication errors because patients can easily verify whether they use the drugs registered in the graph or not. Finally, the graph can be used at multi-disciplinary team conferences when patients are discussed or when patients are transferred from one unit to another.

The dashboard also includes information on the Physician Global Assessment (PGA) (as part of the Mayo Score) and the patient-reported QoL measure Short Health Scale (SHS). These variables (as well as endoscopy and surgery) are registered in two content domains (date of measurement and actual value/level). Red colour signals poor wellbeing and poor function while green colour denotes good wellbeing (note the corresponding faecal calprotectin levels). For endoscopy recording in the graph, red is equal to more severe disease activity.

While not tied to the graph, additional data are recorded in an accumulative view below the graph, allowing the physician to compare values over time (e.g., haemoglobin levels,
leukocytes, thrombocytes, C-reactive protein, albumin, and creatinine). Single clinical symptoms are recorded in a similar fashion and include the number of loose stools per day, the number of loose stools per day, nightly stools, urgency, bloody stools, abdominal pain, wellbeing, and abdominal mass. Serum levels of biologics are recorded in the register but not tied to the graph.

Differences in degree and extent of inflammation explain some of the differences in disease symptoms between patients. In UC, bloody diarrhoea is a cardinal symptom, but accompanying symptoms may include abdominal pain, and in severe cases fever, malnutrition, and weight loss. In CD, symptoms are usually more difficult to interpret. Abdominal pain is common in CD, but also occurs in healthy individuals, and mild/early CD may be misinterpreted as functional abdominal pain, especially in the absence of elevated inflammatory markers. Typical of CD is also peri-anal disease, malnutrition, and poor growth.

In both CD and UC, a substantial proportion of patients suffer from extraintestinal manifestations from, for example, joints, the skin, eyes, and the biliary tract [21]. All these symptoms are recorded in SWIBREG.

Web interface and question tool
SWIBREG is only available to registered users (selected healthcare personnel in Sweden). User names and passwords are obtained at a request from the local SWIBREG administrator. After logging in, the user is greeted by several tabs: Patient search, Patient lists, Patient data, Quality assurance, Question tool, My data, and finally, About SWIBREG.

To the upper left of the welcome page is a patient search box. In the QR, the patients are listed by name, PIN [22], and a unique SWIBREG number to maximise clarity.

Patients can be identified by the care-givers at the patients’ treating unit through searching for any of these terms.

Through the web page, all users can access a question tool. Using a combination of search terms, it is possible to identify the number of relevant patients (e.g., number of girls aged <18 years). For instance, the user can create his/her own cohort of female UC patients with biological treatment and investigate how they score their health-related QoL (HRQOL). Alternatively, he/she can study another cohort with all patients with CD in the small bowel to investigate how many are treated with biologics or have perianal disease, as well as those who have undergone surgery.

Patient lists
The next tab allows the users to study certain groups of patients (Swedish: Patientlistor). Here, it is possible to access all patients or the last 10 patients. Patient groups can also be created according to disease activity, type of treatment, participation in SWIBREG-administered studies, home monitoring of disease activity, and patients who have signed on to the electronic communication tool called 1177 Health Care Guide’s e-services (Swedish: 1177 vårdguidens e-tjänster). Finally, it is possible to create cohorts of patients for which data need to be supplemented (e.g., patients who might be candidates for certain treatments or studies).

Patient lists can be sorted according to disease activity, type of treatment, ongoing medication, and last healthcare contact. The lists allow the caring physician or nurse to concentrate on patients with the most severe disease or, for example, to focus on both biological and immunomodulating therapy.

Parameters measured in SWIBREG

Disease phenotypes
The disease phenotype is categorised based on the Montreal classification for adults and the Paris classification for children [20,23], including anatomic distribution of inflammation, behaviour, and severity.

Endoscopy
Besides symptoms and laboratory measures, endoscopy constitutes an important means for follow-up and assessment. It allows physicians to clarify patients according to the Montreal classification. Among patients with UC, each segment is scored according to the endoscopic Mayo score [24]. Correspondingly, the presence of ulcers is recorded for each segment among patients with CD and predicts the 10-year-risk of IBD surgery [25].

Medications
Although the Swedish Prescribed Drug Register started in July 2005 [26], it does not usually cover intravenously administered biological treatment. Exceptions occur, and some infusion drugs are also registered in the NPR (100% of biologics are currently recorded in Stockholm County). An estimated 30% of infusion biologics given in Sweden are currently recorded in all registers combined, while the overall coverage of all biologics is estimated to be >70% [27]. An increasing number of counties and hospitals register >90% of all IBD biologics, including infusion biologics. Apheresis is also recorded in SWIBREG.

Targeted therapies
The introduction of biologics for the treatment of patients with moderate to severe CD and UC has translated into major changes of the treatment landscape of IBD and led to marked improvements in disease control and QoL. Even though the efficacy of biologics has been clearly demonstrated in randomised clinical trials, some aspects of their long-term efficacy and potential side effects are less well characterised. Although the Swedish Prescribed Drug Register offers opportunities to follow-up drug treatment, SWIBREG contains more granular data, including data on intravenous use of biological drugs.

Biological drugs are defined as medications produced using living cells or tissues. The first effective biological drugs inhibited TNF-alpha [28]. Currently, there are three TNF

In recent years, Vedolizumab (alpha4beta7-integrin-inhibi-
tor [29–31]) has been introduced in Sweden. In 2016, accord-
ing to SWIBREG, 336 patients had used vedolizumab in that
time. In late 2016, also Ustekinumab was introduced in
Sweden and so far 554 patients have been registered with
this drug through SWIBREG; compared with 84 patients on
tofacitinib. Research in newer biological drugs has focussed
on switching between drugs and drug-specific efficacy.

Surgery
SWIBREG aims to record all incident surgery. From a research
perspective, the QR still has low coverage. IBD surgery is rare
and in the whole of Sweden only 471 IBD patients under-
went IBD-related abdominal surgery between July 1, 2017
and December 31, 2018 (personal communication from the
Swedish National Board of Health and Welfare, 2019).
Surgery for IBD is often regarded as a failure of medical
treatment, but should rather be seen as an important com-
plement and can sometimes be life-saving and significantly
enhance the QoL of patients [32,33]. Given the complexity of
IBD surgery and the large costs involved, IBD surgery is more
and more concentrated to a small number of regional, or
even national centres. This is not formalised in Sweden, e.g.,
like restorative procedures after subtotal colectomy in
Denmark [34], but is currently being discussed. Only a minor-
ity of IBD patients undergoing colectomy have undergone
reconstructive surgery [35].

Until 2019, there were 3248 colectomies recorded in
SWIBREG (colectomies in UC: n = 2022; in CD: n = 1155; in
IBD-U: n = 71). In addition, 973 small bowel resections in
patients with IBD were recorded. Small bowel resections are
sometimes replaced by strictureplasty or endoscopic balloon
dilatation, and until 2019, 124 and 365 have been reported,
respectively. Perianal surgery (mainly in CD) was reported in
987 patients until 2019.

Smoking
With the exception of the Medical Birth Register [36], none
of the government-administered registers in Sweden contain
data on smoking. Smoking has been inversely linked to UC
and positively linked to CD [37]. Until recently, smoking
information was only available in a subset of individuals (7% of
patients in 2012), but in 2018 there were smoking data on
46% of patients recorded in SWIBREG.

Disease activity and quality of life (HRQoL)
IBD is a chronic disease and there is currently no curative
treatment. Hence, most patients will suffer from relapsing or
continuous disease activity. As expected, IBD affects the
health-related quality of life (HRQoL) in patients [38].
SWIBREG records a number of disease indices, the most
important being in adults: the Harvey Bradshaw Index (HBI)
for CD and the Mayo Score/Partial Mayo Score for UC. In chil-
ren, the Paediatric Ulcerative Colitis Activity Index (PUCAI)
in UC, and the short Paediatric Crohn’s Disease Activity Index
(PCDAI) and HBI in CD are recorded in SWIBREG. The PGA is
available for all children with IBD.

Figure 4. Short Health Scale.

Do you have any symptoms from your inflammatory bowel disease
Ulcerative Colitis
Latest assessment before Jan 1st 2019
Unique to the Swedish setting is the SHS [39–41] (Figure 4). This is a patient-derived QoL scale measured using a six-point Likert scale. The SHS is based on four dimensions:

How severe are the symptoms you suffer from your bowel disease?
How much worry does your bowel disease cause?
How is your general feeling of well-being?
Do your bowel problems interfere with your activities in daily life?

SHS is also used in children [42].

The vast majority of IBD patients are in remission (Figure 5), with most reporting no or only mild symptoms (Figure 4).

In addition to SHS, which is a disease-specific questionnaire, SWIBREG also records EQ-5D. EQ-5D is a standardised instrument developed by the EuroQol Group as a measure of health-related QoL that can be used in a wide range of health conditions and treatments (https://euroqol.org/euroqol). The EQ-5D consists of a descriptive system and the EQ VAS.

SWIBREG is meant to be the working tool for all healthcare personnel involved in IBD. Since 2015, the register records data on patient-reported experience measures (PREMs) and before that also on PROMs. Patients, their families, and the healthcare professionals often regard these measures as vital to deliver effective and good healthcare. PROMs include, for instance, patient-reported symptoms and general wellbeing. PREMs include questions about experience regarding given information, participation, accessibility, and the behaviour of healthcare professionals. Three- and four-point Likert scales are used. A delicate issue in recording patient-reported measures is that the patient must be assured that critical responses (‘I lack trust in my physician’) will not affect their future care. Between 2015 and 2019, PREM data were recorded in 5087 patients. PROM measurement is recommended before or at every contact with healthcare professionals. We aim to measure PREMs annually.

**Data quality and quality control**

In its early phase, SWIBREG’s primary ambition was to identify all patients with IBD. Now, the QR has raised the bar, increasingly focussing on phenotypic data, medication use, and quality of data. The QR has recently introduced a data quality scale from 0 to 10, with 0 denoting very poor data quality and 10 denoting excellent data quality. All centres are graded according to this scale. The data quality in SWIBREG in 2019 was, on average, 5.6 (moderate quality).

SWIBREG records patient accessibility to IBD centres. These data are patient-reported and graded as very poor, rather poor, rather good, and very good. The majority of patients report very good (65% in 2019) or rather good (30% in 2019) accessibility to healthcare.

The register also enables users to examine the completeness of a number of variables: diagnosis (generally very high), disease extent (moderately high) (Figure 6), having a first-degree relative with IBD, and surgical resections (both of low or moderately low completeness).

Quality assurance is also examined for variables regarded to be more advanced, such as weight, PGA, SHS, haemoglobin levels, faecal calprotectin, and disease activity indices (Walmsley, Mayo or HBI in adults, PUCAI or short PCDAI in children) [43,44].
Age-specific follow-up

Some Swedish QRs have decided to focus on only adult populations. This strategy contrasts with SWIBREG’s approach to following patients from birth to old age.

A recent paper by Everhov et al. [5] reports that the elderly ( \( \geq 60 \) years) patients with IBD have less IBD-specific outpatient healthcare but more IBD-related hospitalisations and overall healthcare use than younger IBD patients. Compared to patients with paediatric or adult-onset IBD, elderly patients use fewer biologics and immunomodulators but more systemic corticosteroids [5]. Lesser use of biologics may have several explanations, including risk of polypharmacy and an increased risk of side effects. While we urge caution when interpreting the differences in drug use in relation to age, SWIBREG serves as an important instrument to follow-up elderly patients with IBD. There are currently 15,756 elderly ( \( \geq 60 \) years) patients with IBD in the register. The sex distribution in SWIBREG conforms to international findings showing that about 50% of patients are women [10].

Specific aspects of children with IBD

The incidence of paediatric CD is increasing worldwide, with Sweden being a high-prevalence country [1]. The goal of both paediatric CD and UC treatment is to induce and maintain clinical remission and mucosal healing. Childhood IBD, which occurs nearly equally in boys and girls, is characterised by severe abdominal pain, diarrhoea, fever, weight loss, often growth retardation, and sometimes delayed puberty [45]. IBD with an onset in childhood is often more extensive [46] and severe [47–49]. Children with IBD typically undergo more immunomodulatory therapy [5,50] and seem to be at high risk of malignancy [3]. SWIBREG can, therefore, serve as an important tool for transition [51] between paediatric and adult care. As of 2019, SWIBREG contains data on 1461 children (0–19 years) with IBD. The number of patients with childhood onset is, however, larger (some of these individuals have as of today turned 18 years old). In recent years, the structure of SWIBREG has been adjusted to accommodate a larger number of paediatric IBD patients. Accordingly, height and weight data are now recorded in SWIBREG because, in children, growth is an important marker of health and disease (growth data are available in 566 patients since 2019). The paediatric modification of the Montreal classification for adults is the Paris Classification [23].

Currently, there is no known cure for CD. Treatment for the condition traditionally focuses on remission of symptoms to improve the QOL, but inflammatory control is now being recognised as an important goal to change the disease course and risk of complications. To induce remission of CD, exclusive enteral nutrition (EEN) therapy is the recommended first-line treatment in children [52]. EEN is a non-pharmacological treatment option for induction of clinical remission and mucosal healing in CD [53]. In EEN, oral standard enteral nutrition products are used as the only source of nutrition for 6–8 weeks. EEN is highly effective in newly diagnosed paediatric CD [52].

SWIBREG has a special module that allows for the recording of enteral nutrition.
For maintenance of CD remission, immunomodulating drugs (e.g., thiopurines) are recommended.

SWIBREG has developed into a tool for paediatric IBD through the inclusion of the PUCAI for childhood UC and the short PCDAI (Paediatric Crohn’s Disease Activity Index) for CD. We also use the HBI for a paediatric CD to facilitate the transition into adult IBD care. The reason for using the short PCDAI rather than the full PCDAI does not require blood testing and rectal examination and, therefore, minimises pain and discomfort in children.

Clinical use, data input, and user value

For the purpose of this paper, we sent out a web questionnaire to SWIBREG users in healthcare in spring 2019. Of 141 respondents and users, 79 (56.0%) were physicians with nurses constituting 40% (n = 56). Six users had other professions.

Excluding two individuals who claimed filling out the register in ‘0 min’, the median time to fill out relevant SWIBREG data at patient visit was 5 min (average 5.6 min) with the range being 0.5–20 min (one individual reported 20 min, no other individual reported >15 min; n = 118).

Of IBD patients seen by healthcare in 2019, it was estimated that some 62% had their data entered at the time of the visit. Some 10 users (7%, n based on 134) reported never filling out any SWIBREG data for patients while 46 (34%) filled out data for at least 90% of all patients. Since one IBD unit may be represented by several users, we urge caution when interpreting these data.

Of the 129 healthcare professionals responding to our question on the value of SWIBREG, 44 (34.1%) said that the healthcare benefited from SWIBREG, 50 individuals (38.9%) that the time requested to fill out the data equated the clinical benefits of SWIBREG, while 35 (27.1%) thought that the time needed to fill out SWIBREG was disproportionate.

When users were asked about the most important feature of SWIBREG, facilitating the contact and follow-up of the patients was ranked first. Other areas where SWIBREG was regarded as particularly useful were to follow-up specific groups of patients including those on biologics, but also that it was thought to improve patient participation. A few individuals indicated comparisons between different clinical units and research as important features of SWIBREG.

Extraction of data

Extraction of data is of key importance to a register that seeks to have an impact on clinical management. SWIBREG allows individual clinics to download their own data.

Improvement care

It is clear from SWIBREG data (geographical differences) that there is room for improvement on a national level, but we believe that IBD healthcare may also differ within sites regarding access to outpatient care, surgery, and the interval between patient visits. To fully penetrate differences, data from our QR should ideally be linked to national databases

(such as the longitudinal integrated database for health insurance and labour market studies (LISA)) [54] for information on income, education, and sex, three parameters that are often linked to healthcare use.

A prerequisite for an effective collaboration between patients, families, and healthcare professionals is a well-functioning communication. Together with Telia (a Swedish telecommunications company) and 1177 (a government-run national health care portal), SWIBREG has launched a patient-administered application to retrieve patient-reported data. Such communication seeks to prevent relapse because early signals of deterioration in the patient’s health can be met with intensified treatment.

A QR contains copious amounts of data but data alone will not be useful and improve care. Evidence-based medicine should be co-produced by staff and patients, with a joint commitment of improving care continuously and in a sustainable way [55]. In SWIBREG, we have identified three interrelated goals: (a) better outcomes, (b) better systems performance, and (c) better professional development [56]. These goals may be reached as a QR slowly transforms into registry-based improvement networks [36].

Inspired by the Improve Care Now Learning Network [57,58], seven local outpatient clinics, each with patients on the teams (out of 52 units participating in SWIBREG) have identified outcomes that matter. The main goal is to increase the proportion of patients in clinical remission as indicated by PGA.

A learning network is based on the joint commitment of patients, healthcare practitioners and researchers, all with a mean to improve the patient’s outcome. This joint effort is offered by focussing on outcomes, building communities, using data effectively, and employing multiple learning systems as presented by Lannon et al. [36].

Research based on SWIBREG

The primary aim of SWIBREG is to serve as a tool for quality improvement of Swedish IBD care. However, recorded data can also be used for research. Several ongoing studies have centred around drug effectiveness, with a focus on newer targeted therapies [29,59]. As already mentioned, these studies were preceded by a validation study of IBD diagnoses [17].

SWIBREG aims to involve patients and their families in the IBD research agenda. Together with the Swedish Patient Organisation for gastrointestinal disease, the QR carried out a web questionnaire in 2016 with IBD patients and their families. Topics prioritised for research by the patient community are listed in Table 1 (n = 112 respondents).

Discussion

SWIBREG, launched in 2005, is Sweden’s QR for IBD. It already covers more than 46,000 individuals of varying ages. This QR has become an instrument for benchmarking between different hospitals and regions in Sweden, and we believe it can help homogenise IBD care in Sweden, just as the IBD...
Benchmarking tool of the IBD Standards has done in the UK [60]. SWIBREG offers access to real-world data on novel therapies [29,59]. The integrated real-time decision support system, IBD-care, has also become a key-tool in daily clinical practice for many healthcare providers in Sweden, and the recently launched e-health based communication system represents a facilitating step towards patient empowerment at a national level.

**Why SWIBREG was started**

While the Swedish NPR contains a large amount of data on diseases, including IBD [17], granular data on disease activity, anatomic distribution of inflammation, infusion drugs, and QoL are missing or registered with few details [14]. Nor can NPR data be used in a clinical decision support system. In contrast, SWIBREG data are presented in a graphical format to help the patient and his/her physician to make optimal decisions. The idea of providing the health care provider with a system that can guide clinical decision-making represents a cornerstone of SWIBREG and was the main rational for integrating the decision support system IBD-care in year 2012. Importantly, users also ranked 'facilitating the contact and follow-up of the patients’ as the most important feature of the QR.

**Differences compared to other databases**

While we are aware of several descriptions of IBD databases, a few other QRs are accompanied by decision support systems, and do not typically include data on user experience. Hence, we are unable to compare our findings with that of IBD professionals in other countries. However, from a patient view, it is comforting that communication and follow-up with patients rank high, since earlier research demonstrates the importance of communication between healthcare and patient [61]. Facilitating communication might also help align treatment goals of patients and physicians, as well as increase the focus on QoL [62]. Our data on EQSD-5L allow for comparisons of QoL with other diagnoses, also outside the gastrointestinal tract.

SWIBREG offers highly granular data, including data on the use of infusions with biologics. However, it should be noted

| Table 1. Research priorities indicated by the IBD patient community. |
|-------------------------|----------------------|
| **Main research area**   | **Requested research**                                           |
| **Cause of IBD**         | Identify the causes of IBD / identify new (unknown) risk factors for IBD |
|                         | Role of antibiotics                                               |
|                         | Importance of the diet                                            |
|                         | Genetic vs. environmental risk factors. Degree of heritability     |
|                         | Role of Helicobacter pylori                                       |
|                         | Role of prior vaccinations                                        |
|                         | Role of stress                                                    |
| **Treatment**            | More effective drugs                                              |
|                         | Enteral nutrition in IBD                                          |
|                         | Drugs that can prevent relapse                                     |
|                         | Optimization and exit strategies                                   |
|                         | Identify drugs with fewer side effects                             |
|                         | Long-term effects of biological treatment                         |
|                         | Apheresis                                                          |
|                         | The use of probiotics, and the role of the microflora             |
|                         | Pain management in IBD                                            |
|                         | Can gene therapy prevent IBD?                                     |
|                         | Faecal transplantation                                             |
| **Psychosocial/wellbeing** | The importance of patient education for IBD management            |
|                         | Physical exercise and IBD                                          |
| **Complications and associated disorders** | Effects on education. How to manage university studies despite having IBD |
|                         | Relationship to psychiatric disease                                |
|                         | Relationship to other inflammatory disorders                       |
|                         | Cardiovascular disease in IBD                                      |
|                         | Chronic fatigue in IBD                                             |
|                         | Arthritis in IBD                                                   |
|                         | Primary sclerosing cholangitis in IBD                              |
|                         | Relationship between IBD and coeliac disease                      |
|                         | Herpes simplex in IBD                                              |
|                         | Malnutrition and malabsorption in IBD and their consequences       |
|                         | Other autoimmunity in IBD                                          |
|                         | Allergic diseases in IBD                                           |
|                         | Dental issues in IBD                                               |
|                         | Cause of fistulae in IBD                                           |
| **Surgery**             | The role of surgery                                                |
|                         | Fistula surgery                                                    |
| **Various**             | Does surgery influence the immune system in IBD?                   |
|                         | How does pregnancy influence the course of IBD?                   |
|                         | IBD in the pregnant mother and adverse pregnancy outcome          |
|                         | Whether biologics can be used during pregnancy in women with IBD   |
|                         | The role of alternative medicine in IBD                           |
|                         | High disease activity despite normal Faecal Calprotectin, CRP and other inflammatory markers |
|                         | Smoking and snuff use and IBD                                      |
that SWIBREG is not limited to patients on biologics but aim to cover a national non-selected IBD population. The true population-based nature of our QR is particularly important in studies on prognosis, where disease severity and course of disease may differ between those with mild and severe disease (and with and without biologics [63]). SWIBREG includes patients across a variety of care, including university hospitals, regional hospitals, district hospital, and private IBD clinics, reflecting the average patient thereby greatly increasing the external validity of its data. This contrasts with e.g., Swiss-IBD that is limited to university clinics, with a consequent risk of selection bias and skewed prognosis (http://www.ibdcohort.ch/index.php/home-21.html, accessed August 19, 2019) [64]. SWIBREG has already become an important source for nationwide registry-based research [65,66].

SWIBREG is run by physicians, nurses, and representatives from relevant patient organisations, and was initiated by representatives of Swedish healthcare. This contrasts with some IBD registers that were coordinated by the pharmaceutical industry (for instance the TREAT registry (https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT00553176, accessed August 19, 2019) [67] sponsored by Janssen). The scientific independence of SWIBREG minimises the risk of publication bias when effects and adverse outcomes of drugs are studied. A paper from neighbouring Denmark found that routine database registration of therapy substantially increased the reporting of adverse events [68]. As opposed to some registers (e.g., the Long-Term Registry of Humira® (Adalimumab) sponsored by Abbott (https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT01848561, accessed August 19, 2019) and the Cimzia® Crohn’s Disease Post-Marketing Registry (SECURE, https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT00844285, accessed August 19, 2019) sponsored by UCB Pharma), SWIBREG was not initiated to examine targeted therapies and to fulfill strict criteria for phase 4 studies set up by government agencies (e.g., EMA and FDA), but to allow clinicians and researchers to examine any treatment given to IBD patients.

Challenges for the future

As part of this review, we performed a web questionnaire to collect data from SWIBREG users. The median time to fill out relevant SWIBREG data at the patient visit was 5 min (average 5.6 min). While the majority of healthcare users thought the time spent reasonable or benefited healthcare we acknowledge that one in four users reported that the time needed to fill out SWIBREG was disproportionate. Similar concerns have been highlighted by for instance the Rotherham IBD database user group [69], that also found that they had underestimated the time needed to fill out and maintain an IBD register, and that this limited real-time use of the database. Time restraints may have been one reason for the cessation of the British Paediatric IBD Register that, starting in the late 1990s ended a couple of years later [70,71]. Swift completion of the SWIBREG web form has been identified as a key concern, and we are currently undertaking a number of efforts to reduce time expenditure, especially by eliminating any double entry of data.

Apart from a recent patient chart validation (showing that SWIBREG has high specificity), there are little data on the completeness, coverage, or validity of the different variables in the register. One way of better understanding the quality of SWIBREG is to carry out comparisons with the NPR [18]. Also, other databases have used comparisons with other data sources for external validation [67]. Compared to the MedStat MarketScan insurance claims database, patients in the TREAT database had similar rates of CD-related hospitalisations but a higher risk of surgery, indicating that TREAT patients may represent a more severe subset of patients (due to increased need of surgery) than average patients in insurance databases [67].

SWIBREG records information on medications, including biological treatment, endoscopies, surgery, faecal calprotectin, and other laboratory measurements. It also records information on smoking, disease activity, QoL, and PROMs. Among the weaknesses of SWIBREG is the low coverage on some of these parameters. However, the percentage of SWIBREG patients with recorded smoking data (46%) was identical to that of the UK IBD database (by the Rotherham database user group: data available in 5237/11,432 = 46%) [69].

Another weakness is the varying coverages between centres and geographical differences in IBD management. Over time, coverage has improved in Swedish IBD centres and today four hospitals have 100% coverage and 12 have more than a 90% coverage using the NPR as the gold standard.

In conclusion, the Swedish IBD QR SWIBREG benefits patients with IBD and offers an ideal opportunity for healthcare personnel and researchers to examine disease phenotype and activity, PROMs/PREMs, and hospital-administered drugs in patients with IBD.
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